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Scotland’s seven cities – Attracting Investment, Creating Growth
Aberdeen | Dundee | Edinburgh | Glasgow | Inverness | Perth | Stirling
1st meeting in Suwon: Introduction and Broad Interest

- Topics: Urban Regeneration with Historical Heritage Preservation, Sustainable Green Infra (Rain City–Water Reuse) and Smart City Open Data

- Discussion
  - How to regenerate old towns near Hwaseong Fortress environment-friendly(sustainable) and harmonized with historical heritage preservation
  - How to expand the green infra in urban places for climate change mitigation
  - How to manage the city infra and the public information in a smart way

EcoMobility World Festival in 20113 Near Hwaseong Fortress

Suwon Smart City Center

Reuse of Rainwater for Urban Gardening
1st meeting in Suwon
2nd meeting in Scotland (Glasgow, Stirling, Dundee, Edinburgh): Sharing More Experiences of Cities & Narrowing Exchange Topics

- Topics: Urban Regeneration & Historical Heritage Preservation
- Discussion
  - Clyde Gateway: Urban regeneration of abandoned lands for valuable spaces through land soil remediation and the bridge connection
  - Historic Environment Scotland: The Engine Shed, a conservation centre specialising in science conservation; technical outreach and education & digital documentation
2nd meeting in Scotland (Glasgow, Stirling, Dundee, Edinburgh): Sharing More Experiences of cities & Narrowing the Exchange Topics

- Topics: Urban Regeneration and Smart City – Big Data
- Discussion
  - **Dundee Waterfront Regeneration**: Long term urban regeneration project for the city’s identity and revival with city branding
  - **Data Lab & CivTech - Edinburgh**: A new model being piloted to support the development of new technologies to “drive daring and innovation in the public sector”, via Public Procurement of Innovative solutions.
3rd meeting in Suwon: Sharing Case Studies, Visiting the Sites and MoU for Future Collaboration

Topics for Future Collaboration

1. Conservation and Restoration of Historical Heritage Hwaseong Fortress
   - Sharing the case studies of heritage conservation and restoration
     ※ Suwon restored Hwaseong Fortress by blueprint written in 1794
   - How to preserve the Fortress
   - How to apply the historical resources to cultural revival and public education

In 1997, designated as a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site. "Hwaseong Fortress"
3rd meeting in Suwon: Sharing Case Studies, Visiting the Sites and MOU for Future Collaboration

- Topics for Future Collaboration

2. Visiting the Hwaseong Fortress

3. Sharing the Suwon and Glasgow’s Regeneration experiences of Old towns
3rd meeting in Suwon
Future Collaboration: MoU among Suwon City, SRI (Suwon Research Institute) and Historic Environment Scotland

Purpose of MOU

- Interchange of historical heritage preservation studies and technology between Suwon and Historic Environment Scotland
- Knowledge sharing between experts
- Workshops for collaboration expansion to the Fortress Management Network buildup in Korea
- Joint-Seminars for applying historical heritage to revive the city (e.g. culture, regeneration, education)

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
AMONG
SUWON CITY AND SUWON RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA AND HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT SCOTLAND OF SCOTLAND

APRIL 18TH, 2018

Suwon City, Suwon Research Institute of the Republic of Korea and Historic Environment Scotland of Scotland, hereinafter referred to as the parties, desiring to and develop cooperation in information sharing, consultancy activities, joint seminars and workshop, and study visits have agreed as follows:

1. The purpose of this MoU is to establish a tripartite cooperation system and promote exchanges and cooperation among Suwon City, Suwon Research Institute and Historic Environment Scotland.
2. Collaboration will be undertaken, subject to the approval of Suwon City, Suwon Research Institute and Historic Environment Scotland through such activities, programs as:
   - Information sharing and consultancy activities
   - Joint seminar and workshop
   - Study visits
   - Technical education, promotion and study visit programs on conservation and repairing of cultural properties
   - Improve human resource capacity
   - Others discussed and approved by parties
3. Arrangement among parties regarding individual projects will be made on the basis and within the framework of the present MoU.
4. Specific collaborations shall be the subject of a separately negotiated
Future Collaboration among Suwon City, SRI(Suwon Research Institute) and Clyde Gateway

- Study Visits
- Information & Knowledge Sharing
Video Clip, 3rd meeting in Suwon

EU World Cities Project

18–19 April, 2018 Suwon